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What exactly stands for the term
behavior?



According Oxford Languages behavior is:

 

the way in which one acts or
conducts oneself, especially towards
others;
the way in which an animal or person
behaves in response to a particular
situation or stimulus;
the way in which a machine or
natural phenomenon works or
functions.



What is good and bad behavior
for you?



Human behavior



What Is
Aggression?
In psychology, the term "aggression" refers
to a range of behaviors that can result in
both physical and psychological harm to
yourself, others, or objects in the
environment. Aggression centers on hurting
another person either physically or mentally.



Signs of Aggression
Physical, like beating, hitting, kicking, or
stabbing another person. Damaging
property is also a form of physical
aggression;
Verbal, which may include mocking, name-
calling, and yelling;
Relational, which is intended to harm
another person's relationships. This can
include spreading rumors and telling lies
about someone else;
Passive-aggressive, like ignoring someone
during a social event or offering back-
handed compliments. Passive-aggressive
behavior is usually intended to allow harm
to come to someone, rather than causing
harm directly.



Types of Aggression

Impulsive Aggression
Instrumental Aggression





Causes:
Biological Factors
Environmental Factors
Psychological Factors



How to manage aggression? (1)
Being mindful of your anger warning signs, like clenching your
jaw, a fast pulse, or sweating;
Practicing relaxation techniques like deep breathing,
meditation, or progressive muscle relaxation (PMR);
Engaging with your senses by focusing on things you can see,
smell, hear, touch, or taste;
Walking away from the situation;



How to manage aggression? (2)

Exercising to burn off excess
energy;
Reaching out to a trusted friend or
family member for social support;
Distracting yourself with another
activity;
Reframing negative thoughts;
Learning to explore and accept the
emotions underlying the
aggression.







What means manipulation for you?



controlling someone or something to
your own advantage, often unfairly or
dishonestly;
the action of influencing or
controlling someone or something to
your advantage, often without anyone
knowing it.

According the Cambridge dictionary
manipulation means:

What means manipulation?















5 lesser-known types of manipulative behavior 
 Gaslighting;

The silent treatment;
Love bombing;
Flattery;
Guilt tripping.



What means submission for you?



the act of giving something for a
decision to be made by others, or a
document formally given in this way
the act of allowing someone or
something to have power over you:
the act of offering something for a
decision to be made by others, or the
thing that is offered 

What means submission?

According the Cambridge dictionary
submission means:











Thank you for your attention.

More information about the project on the website:

https://kreatywnidlabiznesu.pl/develop-your-creativity/
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